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ABSTRACT

We report on the progress of GiantSteps, an EU-funded
project involving institutions from academia, practition-
ers, and industrial partners with the goal of developing
new concepts for intelligent and collaborative interfaces
for music production and performance. At the core of the
project is an iterative, user-centric research approach to
music information retrieval (MIR) and human computer
interaction (HCI) that is designed to allow us to accom-
plish three main targets, namely (1) the development of in-
telligent musical expert agents to support and inspire mu-
sic makers, (2) more intuitive and collaborative interfaces,
and (3) low-complexity methods addressing low-cost de-
vices to enable affordable and accessible production tools
and apps. In this paper, we report on the main findings and
achievements of the project’s first two years.

1. INTRODUCTION

The stated goal of the GiantSteps project is to create the
so-called “seven-league boots” for future music produc-
tion. 1 Built upon an iterative and user-centric research
approach to music information retrieval (MIR) and human
computer interaction (HCI), the project is developing digi-
tal musical tools and music analysis components that pro-
vide more intuitive and meaningful interfaces to musical
data and knowledge in order to empower music practition-
ers to use their creative potential. 2 In particular, we want
to achieve this by targeting three directions:

1. Developing musical expert agents, i.e., supportive
systems for melody, harmony, rhythm, or style to
guide users when they lack inspiration or technical
or musical knowledge.

2. Developing improved user interfaces and paradigms
for (collaborative) musical human-computer interac-
tion that are easily graspable by novices and lead to
unbroken workflows for professionals.

1 http://www.giantsteps-project.eu
2 Note that parts of this paper have already been published in [1].
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3. Developing low-complexity algorithms for music an-
alysis addressing low-cost devices to enable afford-
able and accessible production tools and apps.

In order to meet these goals, GiantSteps is set up as a trans-
disciplinary research project, carried out by a strong and
balanced consortium including leading music information
research institutions (UPF-MTG, CP-JKU), leading indus-
try partners (Native Instruments, Reactable, JCP-Connect)
and leading music practitioners (STEIM, Red Bull Music
Academy/Yadastar). 3

With this consortium, the project aims at combining tech-
niques and technologies in new and unprecedented ways,
all driven by users’ practical needs. This includes the com-
bination of state-of-the-art interfaces and interface design
techniques with advanced methods in music information
retrieval (MIR) research that have not yet been applied in a
real-time interaction context or with creativity objectives.
In addition to this, the industrial partners ensure alignment
of the developments with existing market requirements,
allowing for a smooth integration of outcomes into real-
world systems.

In this report, we describe the findings and achievements
of the project within the first two years. Section 2 outlines
the user-centric design approach that generates the require-
ments for the technical developments. Section 3 deals with
the advances in MIR that are necessary in order to enable
music expert agents, novel visualizations, and new inter-
faces as discussed in section 4, as well as more effective al-
gorithms for low-resource devices. Section 5 describes the
outcomes of the project in terms of market-released prod-
ucts. Section 6 concludes with an outlook to the project’s
final year and beyond.

2. USER-CENTRIC DESIGN APPROACH

The project’s constellation as a collaboration between mu-
sic research institutions, manufacturers of software and hard-
ware for music production, R&D companies and music
practitioners allows us to engage in an ongoing conver-
sation with the professional makers of Electronic Dance

3 http://redbullmusicacademy.com; From the webpage: “The Red Bull
Music Academy is a world-travelling series of music workshops and fes-
tivals [in which] selected participants – producers, vocalists, DJs, in-
strumentalists and all-round musical mavericks from around the world
– come together in a different city each year. For two weeks, each group
will hear lectures by musical luminaries, work together on tracks and per-
form in the city’s best clubs and music halls.”
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Figure 1. Impressions from the user sessions: participatory workshop, mock-up prototype for music event live manipulation, visual sound query interface,
and practitioners at the Red Bull Music Academy in Tokyo (from left to right).

Music (EDM), that we consider our key users, and to tai-
lor musical tools to their needs. This takes the form of
generating user requirements and testing prototypes with
end-users in an iterative process throughout the project.

The overall goals of this user involvement are to establish
a range of current creative practices for musical expres-
sion in EDM, explore mental models of musical qualities,
produce user-generated ideas through explorative making,
and inspire design and non-design related tasks within the
project, cf. [2, 3]. To this end, we conduct a series of dif-
ferent workshop and interview sessions involving expert
users (cf. fig. 1). The user sessions comprise interface-
specific and work-practice-related interviews and cognitive
walkthroughs, e.g., to identify breaks in workflows, as well
as ad-hoc, open-ended interviews, carried out on location
at STEIM, Native Instruments, Music Hack Days, and the
Red Bull Music Academy, resulting in interactions with
over 200 individual users so far.

To ensure traceability of the identified goals and require-
ments throughout the process of developing prototypes, we
have set up a system for managing prototypes, generating
keyword requirements, and exploring ideas in functional
and non-functional prototypes. Fig. 2 illustrates the over-
all flow of user involvement in the project. From user con-
versations, we extract the most pertinent ideas as keywords
that are either addressed in a concrete technical implemen-
tation or — if not yet at that point — a conceptual pro-
totype. Either can be exposed to the user or, in case of a
technical prototype, quantitatively evaluated (particularly
low-level MIR algorithms). To close the circle, results are
evaluated with users, leading to a new round of user con-
versations informing the project’s next iteration.

Figure 2. User involvement flow as a circular process.

As concrete examples, from our open-ended interview
sessions, a number of ideas and requirements have emerged
addressing the areas of structuring audio repositories and

describing and finding sounds, embodiment and physical
devices, and the role of the (collaborating) machine in mu-
sic creation. In the following sections we will lead with
example statements from our expert users to demonstrate
how these findings are informing the technical research in
the project and to illustrate the circular flow of the develop-
ment process depicted in fig. 2. More details on the studies
and general considerations of the methodological approach
can be found in [4, 5, 6, 7].

3. MIR FOR MUSIC PRODUCTION

Music information retrieval plays a central role in the project.
The goal of the research is to develop high-performance
and low-complexity methods for music and audio analysis
that allow for extraction of musical knowledge in order to
drive intelligent composition agents and visualizations (cf.
section 4). The following user quotes demonstrate a need
for accurate music analysis methods.

“Onset detection, beat detection, tempo detec-
tion and harmony detection is pretty much all
we need. [...] Being able to pick out a small
musical phrase of any kind in a big bunch of
noises could be extremely helpful for people
like me. Instead of spending nights equalizing
something to get out a small musical idea.”
[Tok003]

“...if you had technology that could tag all
your drum samples, that this one is like dirty
or distorted, 43Hz is the dominant frequency...”
[Tok007]

Inspired by these and other user statements, we devel-
oped new and improved MIR algorithms for onset detec-
tion, beat and downbeat tracking [8, 9, 10, 11], tempo esti-
mation [12, 13], key detection [14], chord extraction, me-
lody extraction, style description and classification, instru-
ment classification, drum sample description and recom-
mendation, and drum transcription [15] for electronic dance
music (EDM).

Our methods for onset detection, beat tracking, and tempo
estimation 4 have successfully competed in the scientific
MIREX evaluation campaign and yielded the top ranks in
their respective tasks in two consecutive years. 5 6 Fur-

4 made available via https://github.com/CPJKU/madmom
5 http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2014:

MIREX2014_Results
6 http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2015:

MIREX2015_Results
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thermore, steps towards the optimization of algorithms for
mobile platforms have been undertaken by establishing an
audio analysis and benchmarking framework for the iOS
mobile platform and a real-time-capable analysis library 7

for use in Pure Data and Max/MSP environments, both
based on the Essentia audio analysis library. 8 The released
libraries are not only of interest to researchers but also ad-
dress music hackers and developers who often are music
practitioners themselves. In addition to signal-based ap-
proaches to music analysis, we also investigate the poten-
tial of online resources to provide semantic information on
music and music styles [17]. Developed software libraries
and tools are made available via the GiantSteps GitHub ac-
count. 9

To facilitate MIR research in these areas also outside the
consortium, two test collections for tempo and key detec-
tion in EDM were created and released [18]. 10 The Gi-
antSteps Key data set has already been adopted as an eval-
uation data set for the MIREX 2015 key detection task.

4. EXPERT AGENTS AND NEW INTERFACES

The musical knowledge extracted through MIR methods is
used to inform supportive and inspirational music expert
agents as well as enable new visualisations and interfaces.
While users generally welcome the possibility of compo-
sitional support by intelligent systems, we found that this
is a sensitive matter as it can not only disturb the creative
process but also challenge the artistic identity of the user.

“It can turn to be pretty invasive pretty fast,
and, like, annoying, if it doesn’t work prop-
erly.” [Ber002]

“I am happy for it to make suggestions, espe-
cially if I can ignore them.” [Tok007]

“I’m sceptical about introducing, you know,
stuff like melody into it, like, here’s a suggested
kind of thing which fits nicely the two or three
patterns you already got in there, then you are
really kind of like creating melodies for them,
then it’s like (laughs), then it’s really like, you
know, who is the composer of this?” [Ber003]

Thus, we have to ensure that these systems are present
when needed, but do not take over or inhibit the creative
process. So far, the expert agents developed were encapsu-
lated in designated UI modules that can be invoked when
seeking inspiration but otherwise do not invade the existing
workflow. Developed suggestion systems are concerned
with rhythmic variations, tonality-aware scale restrictions,
concatenative sound generation based on timbre, or arpeg-
giations, among others.

Due to the importance of rhythm and drum tracks in many
contemporary electronic dance genres, quite some effort
was devoted to rhythm pattern variation and generation.
The goal of this research is to develop algorithms to rec-
ommend variations of a rhythm pattern to a user in an

7 http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/EssentiaRT˜
8 http://essentia.upf.edu
9 https://github.com/GiantSteps

10 The test collections together with benchmarking results comparing
academic algorithms and commercial products can be found at
http://www.cp.jku.at/datasets/giantsteps/.

Figure 3. Intelligent user interface for rhythm variation, controllable via
hardware interfaces and connected with digital audio workstation through
MIDI in and out.

Figure 4. Drumming with style/Markov Drums, running as a Pure Data
application inside a VST container.

Figure 5. House Harmonic Filler, implemented as a Pure Data applica-
tion with MIDI-learn control capabilities and master/slave synchroniza-
tion with external MIDI clocks.

interactive way for usage in live situations and compo-
sition. So far, three different approaches were designed
and compared, namely pattern variation based on database-
retrieval, restricted Boltzmann machines [19], and genetic
algorithms [20]. Fig. 3 shows the interface consisting of
a simple drum pattern grid editor and a dial for effort-
less variation, which was received very positively due to
its simplicity and creative output.

The prototype shown in fig. 4, is an interactive drum pat-
tern generator based on Markov chains incorporating find-
ings on rhythm similarity through user studies [21, 22, 23].
It addresses rhythm variation from a performance perspec-
tive, allowing continuous variations to be controlled by the
performer on the basis of high-level musical parameters
such as density, syncopation, commonness, amount and
rate of variation, while maintaining the drumming style
loaded or predefined by the user.

Other prototypes, aim at chord variation in live perfor-
mance contexts of, currently, House music (see fig. 5), vi-
sual browsing interfaces for concatenative synthesis drum
generation (see fig. 6), or integrate multiple prototypes to
control several facets simultaneously [24].

http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/EssentiaRT~
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Figure 6. RhythmCAT, a VST-based software instrument that generates
new patterns through granular synthesis of sounds clustered in 2D based
on timbral similarity.

The integration of these agents in the workflow of music
creators is inherently tied to the development of suitable
interfaces for either existing desktop-based production and
performance suites (i.e., digital audio workstations, such
as Apple’s Logic, Ableton’s Live, Avid’s ProTools, Stein-
berg’s Cubase, or NI’s Maschine), tangible and/or tabletop
user interfaces like the Reactable [25], or smaller multi-
touch interfaces of affordable portable devices such as tab-
lets and smartphones. For instance, a developed automatic
tonalizer expert agent integrates with the Reactable by dis-
playing a virtual keyboard that is restricted to notes that
match the scale of sample objects positioned on the ta-
ble. The impact of the intelligent arpeggiator, scaler, and
chorder agent can be controlled by hardware dials on a
new hardware interface (cf. section 5). Other interface
developments relate to the collaborative control of multi-
dimensional parameter spaces, leading to intuitive, expres-
sive and tangible input modalities [26, 27].

5. PRODUCT INTEGRATION

Apart from inclusion into publicly accessible developer li-
braries (cf. section 3), the maturity of the technical devel-
opments in the project have allowed us to integrate some
of the project’s outcomes into market-ready commercial
products already. For instance, the Intelligent Arpeggiator,
Scale, and Chord Engine has been integrated and released
by NI into the Komplete Kontrol Plugin, a plugin shell
that is shipped with the Komplete Keyboard (fig. 7) for
seamlessly browsing through Komplete instruments, and
the iMaschine 2 app for iOS (fig. 8) which was the no.1
app on the US iTunes store for several weeks end of 2015.

The same features were also released as a free update to
existing Maschine customers with the free Maschine 2.2
“Melody” update in Nov. 2014, reaching +100k users. The
developed Automatic Tonalizer has been integrated by Re-
actable Systems and will be contained in a future release
(see fig. 9). This integration effort will intensify in the third
and final year of the project, as more ideas and prototypes
mature.

Figure 7. The Native Instruments Kontrol keyboard released in 2015 con-
taining the Intelligent Arpeggiator, Scale, and Chord Engine developed
within GiantSteps.

Figure 8. The Native Instruments iMaschine 2 app released in 2015 con-
taining GiantSteps technology.

Figure 9. The Reactable Automatic Tonalizer being showcased at
Musikmesse 2015.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The consortium and orientation of GiantSteps allow for a
genuinely target-user-focused MIR and HCI research ap-
proach. This unusual combination of disciplines makes it
possible for user’s requests and desires to be present in the
earliest stages of the MIR algorithm design, a process users
are otherwise often excluded from.

While the first two years have primarily been concerned
with the extraction of musical knowledge by means of MIR
technology and the application of this knowledge in music
expert agents, the third year will have a focus on interact-
ing with this knowledge, thus stressing the need for intu-
itive interfaces as well as for possibilities for collaboration
— both, with other musicians and intelligent machines.

Through this process the underlying question for the user



remains: Which technology would you want, if you could
have anything at all? In practice, as the process moves
on, this is refined to questions like: When is an algorithm
good enough? How can you annotate or “mark” musical
fragments, so that they remain available to you (see also
[28])? Can you imagine a system that is able to make valu-
able suggestions in real time? Could these suggestions also
serve as push-back and creative obstructions? and finally:
What will it mean for your music, if it works?

Throughout our conversations with users, there are strong
desires for improved retrieval mechanisms and inspirational
systems that help exploring “the other,” e.g., through non-
obvious, serendipitous recommendations.

“...what takes me really long time is organiz-
ing my music library for DJing. [...] it could
be something like Google image search for ex-
ample.” [Tok011]

“Because we usually have to browse really huge
libraries [...] that most of the time are not re-
ally well organized.” [Tok003]

In relation to supportive and recommendation systems,
i.e., to the question “how do we want the computer to ‘help’
us in our creative work process?”, beside issues of artistic
control and the fear of making predictable sounds, it be-
comes apparent that the desired features of recommenders
in a creative context go beyond the query-by-example-cen-
tered paradigm of finding similar items and even also be-
yond the goal of serendipitous suggestions, cf. [29].

“What I would probably rather want it would
do is make it complex in a way that I appreci-
ate, like I would be more interested in some-
thing that made me sound like the opposite of
me ... but within the boundaries of what I like,
because that’s useful. Cause I can’t do that
on my own, it’s like having a band mate basi-
cally.” [Tok007]

So the desired functionality of the machine is to provide
an alter-ego of sorts, which provides the artist with oppo-
site suggestions, that still reside within the artist’s idea of
his own personal style. This can be related to the artistic
strategy of “obstruction” to assess the quality of a piece
in the making, by changing the perception of the freshly
edited music through changes in acoustics and hardware to
render the piece “strange” [30].

This must of course be done with a strong considera-
tion of how each musician’s notion of “strange” depends
on personality, emotions, preferences, and style of music,
cf. [31].

“No, it should be strange in that way, and then
continue on in a different direction. That’s the
thing about strange, that there’s so many vari-
ations of strange. There’s the small, there’s
the big, there’s the left, there’s the right, up
and down.” [Strb006]

In addition to the more concrete steps of elaborating on
interaction with musical knowledge, we will keep explor-
ing these open questions. Throughout this process we are

determined to not only investigate if these ideas work, but
maybe more importantly, if they are interesting and pro-
ductive as interfaces for creative expression in digital sound.
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